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THE ESSENTIAL FIRE



Stûv Stories +gas fires

Innovative 
techniques for a 
designer look that 
really works
stuvamerica.com

Stûv Stories

Welcome to the world of Stûv! Our products 
provide ways to layout and rearrange 
your interior. The story that they tell is 
straightforward and warm, simple and 
efficient. A story where appearance is 
functional and where objects blend into 
the architecture. Quality and perfection 
are the watchwords at Stûv. To improve is 
to simplify. This means humanising design. 
It also means constant innovation until a 
perfect harmony is found between pleasure 
and respect for the environment. Stûv 
the essential fire.
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P I E T  B O O N . 
He is one of the most relevant and iconic designers of our time, and belongs

to most famous Dutch architects and interior designers. Having started as a

contractor, designer Piet Boon has an innate sense of pure, timeless forms

which he manages to translate flawlessly into home and furniture designs

with sturdy yet elegant lines and contemporary look.

Stûv Stories +Piet Boon collection

A masterpiece by the world renowned designer 

Piet Boon, the exclusive collection of trims have 

elegant design that gives you an almost panora-

mic view.

Model shown : B-Fire 100 + PB 145.45 complete (back strips + frame + outsides strips)
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Stûv Stories +Piet Boon

+ elegant design

+ functional with an eye towards detail

+ exclusif trim

+ large view of  fire

Model shown : B-Fire 60 + PB 70.90 ( back strips + frame)

From normal
to remarkable

Model shown : B-Fire 100H + PB 175.75 ( back strips + frame + outside strips)
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Stûv Stories  +Under-Cover

+ solid finishing

+ heat resistant

+ ecological (cradle to cradle)

+ easy to install

 

The attention to details 
you don’t even see

Model shown: B-Fire 100 + Under-Cover decoration frame

Available for the following models:

+ B-Fire 100

+ B-Fire 100H
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Each fire 
has its own story

Stûv Stories +Stûv B-Fire

Model shown : B-Fire 100 + Piet Boon Under-Cover decoration frame
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Stûv Stories +Stûv B-Fire 60

+ burns like a wood fire

+ black steel interior, black glass (optional)

   or back strips (optional)

+ hyper realistic log set

+ safety design screen

+ Piet Boon finishing frame (optional)

Performance 
born of flames

Model shown: B-Fire 60
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Stûv Stories +Stûv B-Fire 80

+ burns like a wood fire

+ black steel interior or black glass (optional)

+ hyper realistic log set

+ safety design screen

Heat,
control

Model shown: B-Fire 80
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Stûv Stories +Stûv B-Fire 95c

+ double burner

+ black steel interior or black glass (optional)

+ hyper realistic log set

+ safety design screen

+ corner model

Flexibility of design
and function

Model shown: B-Fire 95c
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Stûv Stories +Stûv B-Fire 95 3 sides

+ double burner

+ black steel interior or black glass (optional)

+ hyper realistic log set

+ safety design screen

+ panoramic fireplace

Integrating fire
into architecture

 

Model shown: B-Fire 95 3 sides
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Stûv Stories +Stûv B-Fire 100

+ double burner

+ black steel interior, black glass (optional) or back strips (optional)

+ hyper realistic log set

+ safety design screen

+ Under-cover and Piet Boon finishing frame (optional)

Flames on 
center stage

Model shown: B-Fire 100
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Stûv Stories +Stûv B-Fire 100H

+ burns like a wood fire

+ black steel interior, black glass (optional) or back strips (optional)

+ hyper realistic log set

+ safety design screen

+ Under-Cover and Piet Boon finishing frame (optional)

Designed 
around fire

 

Model shown : B-Fre 100H + Under-Cover decoration frame
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Stûv Stories +Features

CONVECTION AIR INTAKE

Option 1  : Use supplied vents

Option 2  : Make an opening in the bottom of the front wall

Option 

Option 2

1

Convection Ventilation

V() * +,-tor 

 

Burner decoration

Interior

a)  Logs 

b)  White stones

c)  Anthracite stones

a)  Black steel

b)  Black glass (optional)
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Stûv gas  
technical
specifications

 A
 B

 C

D

E

important specifications : always refer to manual for final installation and clearance details

b-fire 60 b-fire 80 b-fire 95c b-fire 95 3 sides b-fire 100 b-fire 100h
burner wood alike burner wood alike burner double burner double burner double burner wood alike burner

power 1 burner 18500 BTU 
2 burner 32000 BTU

1 burner 18500 BTU 
2 burner 32000 BTU

1 burner 13500 BTU 
2 burner 27000 BTU

1 burner 13500 BTU 
2 burner 27000 BTU

1 burner 13500 BTU 
2 burner 27000 BTU

1 burner 20000 BTU 
2 burner 34000 BTU

vent 4/7 4/7 5/8 5/8 5/8 5/8

burner decoration logs logs
logs or

white stones or 
anthracite stones

logs or
white stones or 

anthracite stones

logs or
white stones or 

anthracite stones
logs

interior standard black steel black steel black steel black steel black steel black steel

(A) width 38” 45 3⁄4” 41 5⁄8” 41 5⁄8” 53 1⁄2” 53 1⁄2”

(B) depth 15 3⁄4” 16 1⁄4” 18 1⁄2” 18 1⁄2” 16 1⁄4” 24”

(C) height 44” 38” 24 3⁄8” 24 3⁄8” 26” 42 1⁄2”

(D) glass width 23 5⁄8” 30 5⁄8” 34” 34 3⁄8” 37 3⁄4” 37 3⁄4”

(E) glass height 31 1⁄2” 25 3⁄8” 15 1⁄8” 15 1⁄8” 13 1⁄2” 25 5⁄8”

(F) glass depth - - 11 3⁄4” 11 3⁄4” - -

F

 A
 B

 C

D

E

 A
 B

 C

D

E

F
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All fireplaces have been tested according to american security and environmental standards.

The constant search for improvement...

Stûv invests enormously in research and development in its own laboratory and in its 
partnerships with specialists in the field of combustion. Each detail is important in optimizing 
the performance of the fire. Stûv appliances meet the most stringent standards in terms of 
respect for the environment. We give priority to ergonomics and simplicity at all stages – 
installation, use, maintenance – so that everyone can use their Stûv exactly how they want 
to. This is the reason we provide detailed installation instructions, select our sales network 
and organize training sessions for our retail and installation partners.

The Stûv guarantee
+  Stûv fires are renowned for their design and performance. They are also solid, reliable and 

durable.

+  The fires and their components are made in Europe with the utmost care. A well-maintained 
Stûv fire is for life.

+  This is why Stûv offers the users of its products an adapted guarantee (see guarantee 
conditions).

What do you need to do to benefit from this guarantee?
Complete the guarantee form that you will find at the end of the user manual and return it 
to your official dealer or go to :

http://stuvamerica.com/service-clients/enregistrement-et-garantie/

communication manager Serge Alhadeff

responsible editor Gérard Pitance

Documents and photos are for information purposes 

only. Stûv reserves the right to make changes without 

notice. Every care has been taken in the preparation 

of this brochure; however, we do not accept any 

responsibility for any mistakes that it may contain.
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Stûv gas fires

Stûv wood fires

+ The essential fire

Stûv fireplaces are designed and manufactured by :
Stûv sa - Belgique
www.stuv.com

In North America :
Stûv America inc.
4747, rue Bourg
Montreal QC H4T 1H9 - Canada
T 514 396 9463 - F 514 528 9538 - toll free 1 866 487 7888
info@stuvamerica.com - www.stuvamerica.com

Distributed by :

Find us on:
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